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Southwestern Oklahoma
State University™
One Hundred Fifteenth
Annual Spring Convocation
Saturday, the Fourth of May
Two Thousand Nineteen
At Ten O’clock, Noon, and Two O’clock
Weatherford, Oklahoma
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UNDERGRADUATE CONVOCATION EXERCISES
Pioneer Cellular Event Center
Saturday, May 4, 2019
10:00 am & 2:00 pm
The audience is requested to remain seated during the Academic Procession.
Processional
Academic Festival Overture .................................................................Johannes Brahms
Dr. Sophia Lee, Keyboard
National Anthem ............................................................................... Francis Scott Key
Alyssa Garcia, Soprano
Welcome .............................................................................................. Dr. James South
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Opening Remarks .........................................................................Dr. Randy L. Beutler
President
Greetings from the SGA ......................................................................Marshall Wallace
SGA President
Greetings from the Faculty Senate .......................................Dr. Amanda Smith-Chesley
Faculty Senate President
Special Music
   “Climb Every Mountain” from The Sound of Music............Rodgers and Hammerstein 
Alyssa Garcia, Soprano
Recognition of 2019 Distinguished Alumni ..................................Dr. Randy L. Beutler
Carl Hook, Gina Scott Ligon, Kelli Litsch, 
Jim Litsch, and James Utterbach
Presentation of Candidates ................................................................... Dr. James South
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Conferring of Degrees ...................................................................Dr. Randy L. Beutler 
President
Recessional
“Toccata” from Symphony No. 5 .................................................. Charles-Marie Widor
Dr. Sophia Lee, Keyboard
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GRADUATE CONVOCATION EXERCISES
Fine Arts Auditorium
Saturday, May 4, 2019
12:00 pm
The audience is requested to remain seated during the Academic Procession.
Processional
Academic Festival Overture .................................................................Johannes Brahms
National Anthem ............................................................................... Francis Scott Key
Welcome .............................................................................................. Dr. James South
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Opening Remarks .........................................................................Dr. Randy L. Beutler
President
Greetings from the SGA ......................................................................Marshall Wallace
SGA President
Greetings from the Faculty Senate .......................................Dr. Amanda Smith-Chesley
Faculty Senate President
Presentation of Candidates ................................................................... Dr. James South
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Conferring of Degrees ...................................................................Dr. Randy L. Beutler 
President
Recessional
“Toccata” from Symphony No. 5 .................................................. Charles-Marie Widor
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Candidates for Degrees
Graduation is official provided all degree requirements are completed
Associate Degrees
Elli Jo Batie § AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Leedey, OK
Sasha Brianne Chavez AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Wichita Falls, TX
Regan Rachelle Coil AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Mustang, OK
Katy Cope AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Lawton, OK
Kathryn Elise Anderson § AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Custer City, OK
Ashley Franklin AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Dill City, OK
Claire Marie Haffner AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Okeene, OK
Madison Renee’ Hatfield AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Kingston, OK
Misty D. Litton AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Altus, OK
Casie Long AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Mangum, OK
Paityn Nicole Matthews AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Gracemont, OK
Christian Morrow AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Tuttle, OK
Rachel Nicole Peters AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Iowa Park, TX
Kelly Ann Spencer Ayen § AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Gouverneur, NY
Tessa Shirlene Stehr AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Altus, OK
Megan Hanna Thielen § AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Yorba Linda, CA
Kelsi Watson AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Lawton, OK
Marley Dee Anderson AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Snyder, OK
Joel Aaron Barnett AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Thomas, OK
Chelsea Dawn Bates § AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Weatherford, OK
Ashley Renee Bryen } AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Moore, OK
Zoey Lazarus Classen AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Tulsa, OK
Kellee Marie Coker } AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Piedmont, OK
Lauren Nicole Coleman ‡ AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Oklahoma City, OK
Jade Ashlin Cruzan AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Guymon, OK
Taylor G. Erwin AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Union City, OK
Stephanie Estala ‡ AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Clinton, OK
Desirae Lynne Gardner § AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Yukon, OK
Madison Allen Beanland § AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Duke, OK
Elizabeth Gutierrez § AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Altus, OK
Mariah Terese Hollister § AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Hobart, OK
Kylee Michaela Johnston AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Norman, OK
Hanna Marie Landry } AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Union City, OK
Riki Jana’e Luce § AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Tuttle, OK
Ashley R. Mayo AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Newcastle, OK
Hannah Catherine McClure ‡ AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Marlow, OK
Reagan Bailey Moss } AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Enid, OK
Catherine B. Schantz § AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Weatherford, OK
Amanda Nicole Schmidt AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Ringwood, OK
Harold Suriel AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Altus, OK
Lindsi Tillman AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Hollis, OK
Brecken Lee Waitman AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Tuttle, OK
Emily Kay Wasinger § AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Lawton, OK
Karlee Maurine Whatley § AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Chillicothe, TX
Colby Brooks Bricker § AS in Wildland Firefighting Piedmont, OK
Curtis W. Brock } AS in Wildland Firefighting Moore, OK
Colten David Buie AS in Wildland Firefighting San Angelo, TX
Cody William Burrow AS in Wildland Firefighting Cordell, OK
Carson Henry Cooper AS in Wildland Firefighting Oklahoma City, OK
Travis Kyle Dyck AS in Wildland Firefighting Corn, OK
Steven Zachary Holden AS in Wildland Firefighting Trinidad, CO
James Michael Lindsay AS in Wildland Firefighting Shawnee, OK
Tommy O. Peevyhouse AS in Wildland Firefighting Frederick, OK
Blair Marie Peoples § AS in Wildland Firefighting Vici, OK
Samuel Grant Schuermann AS in Wildland Firefighting Blackwell, OK
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Bachelor’s Degrees – College of Arts and Sciences
Hafith Hamid Uresi BFA in Graphic Design Nairobi, Kenya
Klemson Denise Lancaster } BFA in Two-Dimensional Studio Art Hewitt, TX
Austin M. Munson BFA in Two-Dimensional Studio Art Yukon, OK
Amanda R. Owens § BFA in Two-Dimensional Studio Art Weatherford, OK
Lori Marie Roach § BA Ed in Art Education Cordell, OK
William P. Appel BA in Communication Arts Altus, OK
Vincent Daniel Berrones BA in Communication Arts Fort Worth, TX
Christy Brown § BA in Communication Arts Clinton, OK
Parker Wolfgang Charping BA in Communication Arts Weatherford, OK
Leanna Cook ‡ BA in Communication Arts Clinton, OK
Yesenia Jimenez BA in Communication Arts Woodward, OK
Mayan Maria Meza Tovar BA in Communication Arts Arlington, TX
Ethan Christopher Nickel BA in Communication Arts Graham, TX
Yajayara Nai Perez BA in Communication Arts Oklahoma City, OK
Kendra Place § BA in Communication Arts Goldsby, OK
Carlos Ramirez BA in Communication Arts Elk City, OK
Bradley Rowson BA in Communication Arts Altus, OK
Chandler Seaton BA in Communication Arts Stroud, OK
Michelle Nicole Taylor } BA in Communication Arts Canute, OK
David Jacob Toelle BA in Communication Arts Enid, OK
Hailey Jane Tucker ‡ BA in Communication Arts Bartlesville, OK
Andikan Usanga BA in Communication Arts Sabo Yaba, Nigeria
Miranda Ann Walters BA in Communication Arts Muskogee, OK
Micah Nathaniel Waters BA in Communication Arts Cordell, OK
Monica Lynette Bennett BS in Biological Sciences Balko, OK
Dusty DeShon Dollins BS in Biological Sciences El Reno, OK
Cole Edens BS in Biological Sciences Lawton, OK
Bailee Jean Fehring ‡ BS in Biological Sciences Sterling, OK
Elizabeth Finch H BS in Biological Sciences Geary, OK
Adam Fuller BS in Biological Sciences Blanchard, OK
Hailey Elizabeth Harborth BS in Biological Sciences Wharton, TX
Elizabeth Rachel Hicks § BS in Biological Sciences Tulsa, OK
Hunter Brooks Hines BS in Biological Sciences Sayre, OK
Ryan Thomas Johnson BS in Biological Sciences Mustang, OK
Lizabeth Anne Landoll BS in Biological Sciences Lawton, OK
Brandon Ray Matter BS in Biological Sciences Piedmont, OK
Perri Brooke McGill } BS in Biological Sciences Dodge City, KS
Amelia Lora McKennon BS in Biological Sciences Oklahoma City, OK
Lyly Van BS in Biological Sciences Broken Arrow, OK
Sarah Elizabeth Dengler § BS in Biological Sciences - Biomedical Sci Yukon, OK
Jay Wesley Garber ‡ BS in Biological Sciences - Biomedical Sci Jay, OK
Whitnie DeAnn Holten } BS in Biological Sciences - Biomedical Sci Anadarko, OK
Mitchell Lane Howe ‡ BS in Biological Sciences - Biomedical Sci Okeene, OK
Rachael Lynn Lamar ‡ BS in Biological Sciences - Biomedical Sci Elk City, OK
Alina Shrestha }, H BS in Biological Sciences - Biomedical Sci Lalitpur, Nepal
Devin Eugene Widick BS in Biological Sciences - Biomedical Sci Woodward, OK
Rachael Marie Fast BS in Biological Sciences - Env. and Org. Bio. Weatherford, OK
Joel M. Kliewer ‡ BS in Biological Sciences - Env. and Org. Bio. Corn, OK
Jennifer L. Prophet } BS in Biological Sciences - Env. and Org. Bio. Weatherford, OK
Braye Leigh Riseley § BS in Biological Sciences - Env. and Org. Bio. Weatherford, OK
Julianne E. Thiessen § BS in Biological Sciences - Env. and Org. Bio. Weatherford, OK
Taylor Layne Brownlee § BS in Microbiology -  Medical Laboratory Sci Weatherford, OK
Evan Ray Hermann Bachelor of Science in Microbiology Stillwater, OK
Arissa Anne Mercer Bachelor of Science in Microbiology Mead, OK
Chelsea Nicole Miller Bachelor of Science in Microbiology Yukon, OK
Kalley Brooke Hurt ‡ BS Ed in Natural Sciences Education Enid, OK
Kelsie Rennels ‡ BS Ed in Natural Sciences Education Custer City, OK
Rebecca Lynn Shanklin BS Ed in Natural Sciences Education Calumet, OK
Blayre Alexandria von Biedenfeld BA in Chemistry Woodward, OK
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Jayci MaKale Carothers BA in Chemistry Granite, OK
Alexis Victoria Fanshier BA in Chemistry Weatherford, OK
Elizabeth Rachel Hicks BA in Chemistry Tulsa, OK
Wyatt Hill BA in Chemistry Elk City, OK
Heather Jo Kelley BA in Chemistry Altus, OK
Mikka Michelle Vap BA in Chemistry Newkirk, OK
Devin Eugene Widick BA in Chemistry Woodward, OK
Luke Patrick Arnold BS in Chemistry Hooker, OK
Quentin Terrell Grant BS in Chemistry Tulsa, OK
Sarah Crone H BS in Chemistry (Professional) Claremore, OK
David S. Tresp } BS in Chemistry (Professional) Ardmore, OK
Ali Amin Alabdulmuhsin BS in Engineering Physics Alssa, Saudi Arabia
Luke Aaron Kraft } BS in Engineering Physics Weatherford, OK
Josue’ Ruiz BS in Engineering Physics Marlow, OK
Jaxon Lee Taylor ‡ BS in Engineering Physics Mustang, OK
Boubacar Wane ‡ BS in Engineering Physics Bamako, Mali
Shiann Dawson BA in English Seiling, OK
Samuel Hunter Frans BA in English Weatherford, OK
Melissa Anne Hightower BA in English Snyder, OK
Conner William Kirk § BA in English Cheyenne, OK
Hadley K. Ogden } BA in English Fairview, OK
Lyle R. Schwemley § BA in English Norman, OK
Bailey Nichole Thomas BA in English Clinton, OK
Laura Howe } BA Ed in English Education Okeene, OK
Rebecca Wynell Bruno } BA Ed in English Education Sentinel, OK
Haleigh Denise Klaus BA Ed in English Education Edmond, OK
Brandy Dawn Sanders § BA Ed in English Education Elk City, OK
Cassie Elaine Smith § BA Ed in English Education Blair, OK
Andy Eriberto Lara BA in Spanish Moore, OK
Kevin Freeman BS in Mathematics Oklahoma City, OK
Tyler Lee Kehn ‡ BS in Mathematics Fairview, OK
Jaxon Lee Taylor H BS in Mathematics Mustang, OK
Boubacar Wane BS in Mathematics Bamako, Mali
Carlos Ramirez ‡ BS Ed in Mathematics Education Elk City, OK
Sarah Wilson BS Ed in Mathematics Education Cleveland, OK
Iue-Nin Annie Chu } BM in Music Therapy-Instrumental Emphasis Kaohsiung, Taiwan
Gabriela Perez BM in Music Therapy-Instrumental Emphasis Mustang, OK
Betty Diann Steelman BM in Music Therapy-Instrumental Emphasis Rowlett, TX
Heather Nikole Todd BM in Music Therapy-Instrumental Emphasis Jenks, OK
Jenna Lea Adcock ‡ BM in Music Therapy-Vocal/Keyboard Emph Red Rock, OK
Morgan Corona ‡ H BM in Music Therapy-Vocal/Keyboard Emph Oklahoma City, OK
Sydney LeeAnne Hinds BM in Music Therapy-Vocal/Keyboard Emph Claremore, OK
Quanah Erica Steele BM in Music Therapy-Vocal/Keyboard Emph Oklahoma City, OK
Douglas Shane Finley BM in Orchestral Instrument Performance Duncan, OK
Austin Alexander Hardman BM in Orchestral Instrument Performance Weatherford, OK
Tommy Dean Smith BM in Orchestral Instrument Performance Elk City, OK
Jennifer Hayden Stephenson ‡ BM in Orchestral Instrument Performance Duncan, OK
Andrew S. Carlson § BM in Vocal Performance Enid, OK
Alyssa Ann Garcia } BM in Vocal Performance Markham, TX
Matthew Daniel Beebe } BM Ed in Music Education - Instr /General  Enid, OK
Devan Neal Bettencourt BM Ed in Music Education - Instr /General  Kingfisher, OK
Christina Jean Covington § BM Ed in Music Education - Instr /General  Choctaw, OK
Aaron Christopher Edge BM Ed in Music Education - Instr /General  Ardmore, OK
Amanda Renee Evinger ‡ BM Ed in Music Education - Instr /General  Marshall, IL
Ella Susanne Gordon § BM Ed in Music Education - Instr /General  Owasso, OK
Cherokee Thomas Riddle BM Ed in Music Education - Instr /General  Muskogee, OK
Austin Taylor Smith BM Ed in Music Education - Instr /General  Altus, OK
Schylar Tripp } BM Ed in Music Education - Instr /General  Elk City, OK
Pamela Jean Welborn BM Ed in Music Education - Instr /General  Lawton, OK
Joshua Ross BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Moorabbin, Australia
Tate Ephraim Beer BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Leedey, OK
Abbagale Legierski Bond § H BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Oklahoma City, OK
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Jessica Jayne Dickey BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Stillwater, OK
Choya LaShelle Gamboa BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Clinton, OK
Lauren Mackenzie Hughes BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Canute, OK
Lewis Richmond Keeling BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Bethany, OK
Kenneth Riley Kemp H BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Davis, OK
Tiffany Renee Perkins BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Elk City, OK
Brianna Nicole Robinson BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Weatherford, OK
Lara J’Nae Ross BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Watonga, OK
Lacey Lynn Rowell BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Calumet, OK
Jacob Matthew Salmon BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Dallas, TX
Katherine Elizabeth Snow ‡ BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Oklahoma City, OK
Bryce Tabb BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Tuttle, OK
Amber Marie Thomas BA in Interdisciplinary Studies El Reno, OK
Jeremy Cleveland Welsh BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Canute, OK
Sheldon Dewayne Wilson BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Anadarko, OK
Jacquelyn Young ‡ BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Comanche, OK
Alabi Oluwaseun Oladunni BA in Criminal Justice Calumet, IL
Haley Jo Andrews BA in Criminal Justice Clinton, OK
Jessica Lynn Bergstrom BA in Criminal Justice Albert Lea, Canada
Kylee Jenna Bertrand ‡ BA in Criminal Justice Brampton, Canada
Hunter Dale Freeman BA in Criminal Justice El Reno, OK
Summer L. Shaffer-Graham } BA in Criminal Justice Talala, OK
Colton Stains Johnson BA in Criminal Justice Enid, OK
Brent William Thompson BA in Criminal Justice Weatherford, OK
Olivia Rae Branscum ‡ BA in History Moore, OK
Dalon Roger Gibson BA in History Weatherford, OK
Kenneth Stuart Holloway Jr. BA in History Oklahoma City, OK
Brooks Immanuel Marshall ‡ BA in History Carnegie, OK
Trevor Dakota McClure ‡ BA in History Marlow, OK
Bailey Lane McKay § BA in History Claremore, OK
Jeffrey D. Sikes ‡ BA in History Weatherford, OK
Somali T. Smith BA in History Adamsville, AL
Kyle Thomas Woodard BA in History Chickasha, OK
Jett Eryn Anderson } BA Ed in History Education Enid, OK
Tanner Black BA Ed in History Education Enid, OK
Joseph Gonzales } BA Ed in History Education Justin, TX
Levi Zachary Keim BA Ed in History Education Sapulpa, OK
Joseph Quinn O’Neal § BA Ed in History Education Midwest City, OK
Shari Popejoy ‡ BA Ed in History Education Thomas, OK
Larry S. Baker BA in Political Science Cheyenne, OK
Yoselyn Dominguez Valdez BA in Political Science Woodward, OK
Kirstyn Laine Eustace BA in Political Science Weatherford, OK
Bachelor’s Degrees – College of Professional and Graduate Studies
Jaylee D’Nae Bain BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Apache, OK
Kelsi Nicole Blue } BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Arkoma, OK
Brianna Marie Burk } BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Stillwater, OK
Abby Benna Chadd BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Guthrie, OK
Lexi Brianne Davis BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Texhoma, OK
Brooke Taylor Fitzpatrick BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Oklahoma City, OK
Annika Angelee Gonzales BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Burns Flat, OK
Dana Jo Grubbs BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Granite, OK
Reagan Paige Harris } BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Weatherford, OK
Malorie DeAnn Holmes BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Thomas, OK
Amanda Lee Jantz BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Enid, OK
Dayana Mack § BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Clinton, OK
Ashtin Brooke Martin BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Weatherford, OK
Lindsey Shea McCauley BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Fort Worth, TX
Rudi Nicole Nix BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Elk City, OK
Devanne R. Pendergrass BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Fargo, OK
Ashley Ann Rhea BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Weatherford, OK
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Rilee Rachelle Roberson BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Weatherford, OK
Vicki Shook § BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Weatherford, OK
Tyler Brynn Smith BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Walters, OK
Kendra Diane Walker BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Burns Flat, OK
Paige Ellen Ward } BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Tuttle, OK
Tina Leanne Wittmeyer § BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Weatherford, OK
Samantha L. Young BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Anadarko, OK
Raegan Blair Alvarez § BS Ed in Elementary Education El Reno, OK
Sydni Amanda Benge BS Ed in Elementary Education Canadian, TX
Alyssa Rachelle Boyd Lester BS Ed in Elementary Education Altus, OK
Kaylee Elizabeth Marie Brooks § BS Ed in Elementary Education Marlow, OK
Brianna Lynn Brzoticky BS Ed in Elementary Education Woodward, OK
Taylor Nichole Tison Carr } BS Ed in Elementary Education Altus, OK
Ali M’kyla Crabb BS Ed in Elementary Education Hollis, OK
Kaylee S. Davenport BS Ed in Elementary Education Wichita Falls, TX
Erin Kate Dickey BS Ed in Elementary Education DeFuniak Springs, FL
Micah Deeann Diller BS Ed in Elementary Education Yukon, OK
Piper Reilly Eaton BS Ed in Elementary Education Elk City, OK
Kathryn Elaine Feemster § BS Ed in Elementary Education Yukon, OK
Hannah Kathleen Ferguson ‡ BS Ed in Elementary Education El Reno, OK
Delaney J. Funk § BS Ed in Elementary Education Clinton, OK
Glenda Lavon Goodson } BS Ed in Elementary Education Altus, OK
Brooke L. Whalen BS Ed in Elementary Education El Reno, OK
Abbey Leigh Hartley } BS Ed in Elementary Education Reydon, OK
Sarah Marie Broadwater } BS Ed in Elementary Education Strong City, OK
Michelle Elizabeth Hidlebaugh BS Ed in Elementary Education Moore, OK
Susie Leigh Hinckley BS Ed in Elementary Education Altus, OK
Kylie Diane Howard } BS Ed in Elementary Education El Reno, OK
Kendra LeAnn Jones BS Ed in Elementary Education Thomas, OK
Charis Bailey Kimble § BS Ed in Elementary Education Hydro, OK
Breanna Morgan Knowles BS Ed in Elementary Education Arnett, OK
Britney N. Lathrom BS Ed in Elementary Education Tulsa, OK
Jacey Marie Long } BS Ed in Elementary Education Leon, IA
Stephanie Leigh Mason BS Ed in Elementary Education Lawton, OK
Jennifer Dae McIntosh BS Ed in Elementary Education Canton, OK
Kelbi Marie McSperitt BS Ed in Elementary Education Carnegie, OK
Kenneth Mendez-Diaz } BS Ed in Elementary Education Altus, OK
Devon Wesley Mitchell BS Ed in Elementary Education Cordell, OK
Elizabeth Victoria Jean Morrison BS Ed in Elementary Education Seiling, OK
Morgan D’Aun Murray § BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Rebecca Alicia Orland ‡ BS Ed in Elementary Education Moore, OK
Chelsie Marie Pankratz BS Ed in Elementary Education Hydro, OK
Monica F. Peevyhouse BS Ed in Elementary Education Frederick, OK
Halle Gayle Pineda BS Ed in Elementary Education Mangum, OK
Madison Lee Roberts BS Ed in Elementary Education Washington, OK
Donna Wray Sawyer § BS Ed in Elementary Education Watonga, OK
Mikayla Lynn Schane BS Ed in Elementary Education Newcastle, OK
Lauryn Taylor Sellers BS Ed in Elementary Education Altus, OK
Allyson Nicole Short BS Ed in Elementary Education Elgin, OK
Kaley Raeann Spoon § BS Ed in Elementary Education Yukon, OK
Aspynn Sierra Tabor } BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Jennifer Michelle Travis BS Ed in Elementary Education El Reno, OK
KrisCinda Tyler BS Ed in Elementary Education Yukon, OK
Ashlyn Nicole Whitten } BS Ed in Elementary Education Clinton, OK
Kamry D’Ette Widney BS Ed in Elementary Education Watonga, OK
Shyla Ann Wilhite } BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Moriah Wooldridge BS Ed in Elementary Education Mooreland, OK
Mohammed Yousef Alhaddad BS Ed in Special Education Alahsa, Saudi Arabia
Kylie Dakota Biggs ‡ BS Ed in Special Education Hitchcock, OK
Kayli Ann Boothe BS Ed in Special Education Mangum, OK
Kaitlyn Diane Bowling ‡ BS Ed in Special Education Douglas, OK
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Erica Luisa Brunet ‡ BS Ed in Special Education Brampton, Canada
Benjamin Logan Ervin BS Ed in Special Education Weatherford, OK
Marissa Michelle Flood BS Ed in Special Education Weatherford, OK
Haley R. Hudson § BS Ed in Special Education Blackwell, OK
Maria Elizabeth Maples } BS Ed in Special Education Ringwood, OK
Morgan Callie Sage BS Ed in Special Education Gracemont, OK
Kaylie LeeAnn Walker § BS Ed in Special Education Crawford, OK
Sarah White ‡ BS Ed in Special Education Woodward, OK
Laci Danielle Maine BS Ed in Special Education Clinton, OK
Khalil Ja’kelle Barnes BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Anadarko, OK
Cooper Battisti BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Oklahoma City, OK
Nickolas Fowler BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Watonga, OK
Savannah Gray } BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Preston, OK
Garrett Russel Hines BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Woodward, OK
Audie Dalton Jackson BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Conroe, TX
Nick Kendall BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Mangum, OK
Joseph Benton Kimberlin BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Hydro, OK
Luke Anthony Kinder BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Carnegie, OK
Janelle Diane King ‡ BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Guymon, OK
Morgan James Mouser BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Fairview, OK
Dalton Ray Stafford BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Holdenville, OK
Kamoen Colt Watkins BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Stillwater, OK
Aneesa Lynn Baldwin BS in Exercise Science Hammon, OK
Kedron D. Banks BS in Exercise Science Weatherford, OK
Justin Bigelow BS in Exercise Science Denison, TX
Cathy Brown BS in Exercise Science Farmerville, LA
Kyler Jackson Butler § BS in Exercise Science Elk City, OK
Peyton Cole Carmin BS in Exercise Science Cushing, OK
Kailee Lauren Childers BS in Exercise Science Chickasha, OK
Ashlyn Brooke Collier BS in Exercise Science Yukon, OK
Ashleigh M. Downs BS in Exercise Science Altus, OK
Casey Lee Freeman BS in Exercise Science Blanchard, OK
Stephanie Morgan Hancock BS in Exercise Science Checotah, OK
Tori Hawk BS in Exercise Science Justin, TX
Kenedi Jackson BS in Exercise Science Roanoke, TX
Sidney Rae Kirk § BS in Exercise Science Corsicana, TX
Levi Tah Melendy BS in Exercise Science Elk City, OK
J. Johnson Miller § BS in Exercise Science Bethany, OK
Adrian Ray Moore II BS in Exercise Science Yukon, OK
Jeremy Tanner Neel BS in Exercise Science Mannford, OK
Jason Nichols BS in Exercise Science Weatherford, OK
Wilberforce Osemekhian Omigie ‘JR’ BS in Exercise Science Arlington, TX
Daniel Collins Richardson BS in Exercise Science Weatherford, OK
Mesa Grace Huybers Robison } BS in Exercise Science Weatherford, OK
Salina Shea MacIntyre-Salinas } BS in Exercise Science Weatherford, OK
Danusia Weronika Sipa Borgeaud ‡ BS in Exercise Science Aranda, Australia
Tyler John Somers BS in Exercise Science Lexington, OK
Sierra Nicole Thompson BS in Exercise Science Owasso, OK
Lauren Renee Tonkovich BS in Exercise Science Plano, TX
Cheyenne Mariah Trotter BS in Exercise Science Fort Worth, TX
Dietrick Elias Turney BS in Exercise Science Weatherford, OK
Jordan Marie Weaver BS in Exercise Science El Reno, OK
Cameron Alan Wolf } BS in Exercise Science Spearman, TX
Johnny Wong BS in Exercise Science Clinton, OK
Dustin Adam Wood BS in Exercise Science Chickasha, OK
Audrey Lynn Ballou BS in Parks and Recreation Management Locust Grove, OK
Zechariah Koltun Burdg } BS in Parks and Recreation Management Enid, OK
Tyler Carpenter § BS in Parks and Recreation Management Katy, TX
Rachel Clay } BS in Parks and Recreation Management Blair, OK
Carson Henry Cooper § BS in Parks and Recreation Management Oklahoma City, OK
Laura Rene Eckart BS in Parks and Recreation Management Weatherford, OK
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Tyler M. Gray BS in Parks and Recreation Management Blair, OK
Steven Zachary Holden } BS in Parks and Recreation Management Trinidad, CO
Morgan Jayne Leppke § BS in Parks and Recreation Management Corn, OK
Jordyn Elizabeth Mackey § BS in Parks and Recreation Management Weatherford, OK
Matthew Allen Martin BS in Parks and Recreation Management Blair, OK
Jacob Peyton Miller BS in Parks and Recreation Management Arnett, OK
Lydia Nicholson ‡ BS in Parks and Recreation Management Sapulpa, OK
Tommy O. Peevyhouse BS in Parks and Recreation Management Frederick, OK
Summer Beth Pennington ‡ BS in Parks and Recreation Management Elk City, OK
Taylor BreeAnne Peters BS in Parks and Recreation Management Weatherford, OK
Alyssa N. Sattler BS in Parks and Recreation Management Watonga, OK
Alexis Danyelle Tarman BS in Parks and Recreation Management Oklahoma City, OK
Kirby Ray Anderson § BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Thomas, OK
Garrett Ross Beam § BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Ada, OK
Chance H. Beck BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Arnett, OK
Levi H Bingham BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Sulphur Springs, AR
Curtis W. Brock } BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Moore, OK
Colten David Buie BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement San Angelo, TX
Jonathan Michael Burrow § BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Cordell, OK
Dillon Ray Chaloupek } BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Canton, OK
Travis Kyle Dyck BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Corn, OK
Kyle Wayne Ellerbeck } BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Burlington, OK
Nathanial Kail Ford § BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Lexington, OK
Jacob E. Harriet ‡ BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Wellston, OK
Grady Andrew Higginbotham BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Snyder, OK
Taran Lynn Knox BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Randlett, OK
Luke Koball BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Guthrie, OK
Mitchell C. Martinez BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Altus, OK
Melissa Louann McCartney BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Weatherford, OK
Mason Taylor McCormick BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Enid, OK
Collin McFeeters BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Thomas, OK
Jacob Allen Overling BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Moore, OK
Brendan Josiah Peitsmeyer BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Aurora, CO
Brittany Nicole Penix ‡ BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Fargo, OK
Blair Marie Peoples § BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Vici, OK
Wesly Smalley Rose § BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Weatherford, OK
Austin James Trogdon BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Weatherford, OK
Michael D. Boese BS in Psychology Corn, OK
Parker Danielle Brown BS in Psychology Hammon, OK
Jordan Alexis Caulkins § BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Yong Jhao Chu § BS in Psychology Taoyuan City, Taiwan
Sarah Cox § BS in Psychology Erick, OK
Sydney Dawn Gore BS in Psychology Calumet, OK
John Samuel Graham BS in Psychology Highland Village, TX
Summer L. Shaffer-Graham BS in Psychology Talala, OK
Shelby Brook Griffith BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Drew Danan Hilliary } BS in Psychology Elgin, OK
Andrea Dawn Hopper ‡ BS in Psychology Mutual, OK
Kristina Ranae Hurt BS in Psychology Hydro, OK
Victoria Karlene Mildred Kinsman ‡ BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Michael Lance Martinez BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Dacia Dawn Mooter BS in Psychology Elk City, OK
Katrina Murry-Valdez BS in Psychology Elk City, OK
Caitlyn Parker } BS in Psychology Clinton, OK
Jasmine Cierra Marie Parks § BS in Psychology Guthrie, OK
Amber Marie Patterson BS in Psychology Altus, OK
Gunner Doss Powers } BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Brenden J. Raizola BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Ally Mae Reese BS in Psychology Stillwater, OK
Hannah Leigh Reffner BS in Psychology Yukon, OK
Desiree Lynn Richey BS in Psychology Watonga, OK
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Whitney Roper } BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Kimberly Sue Harry Sintay BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Michael Wayne Southon BS in Psychology Mountain View, OK
Miranda Nicole Vanderheiden BS in Psychology Farmersville, TX
Angie Littlebird Littlecalf BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Anna E. Wheeler BS in Psychology Broken Arrow, OK
Cheyenne Jordan White § BS in Psychology Oklahoma City, OK
Victoria Paige Widener BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Laramie Cheyenne Wright BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Jeremy Melvin Younkin § BS in Psychology Lawton, OK
Norah Ibrahim Al Atwah BBA in Accounting Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
Hassan Ali H Almajid } BBA in Accounting Alqatif, Saudi Arabia
Jafar Sadeq Alshala BBA in Accounting Alahsaa, Saudi Arabia
Aneesa Lynn Baldwin BBA in Accounting Hammon, OK
Cassandra Kaitlin Bobbitt ‡ BBA in Accounting Yukon, OK
Ashlie Marie Bowmaker BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Tiffani Ann Cagle BBA in Accounting El Reno, OK
Jessica Mendez Cifuentes BBA in Accounting Clinton, OK
Micah Sheldon Croke ‡ BBA in Accounting Elgin, OK
Lauren Rhea Cummings BBA in Accounting Elk City, OK
Ethan Mac Davis BBA in Accounting Texhoma, OK
Sarah Janee’ Deweese § BBA in Accounting Woodward, OK
Jenna Marie Eidem BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Joshua Lee Exinia BBA in Accounting Hydro, OK
Tyler James Hall BBA in Accounting Royse City, TX
Robert A. Harms Jr. § BBA in Accounting El Reno, OK
Tory Rae Haynes ‡ BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Laramee Renee Herring BBA in Accounting Altus, OK
Makenzi Nicole Howe } BBA in Accounting Okeene, OK
Wesley Alvin Javorsky ‡ BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Jonathon Dalton Johnson § BBA in Accounting Clinton, OK
Jennifer Ann Justin ‡ BBA in Accounting Mountain View, OK
Jimmy Luke Lewallen § BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Christopher Ray Ludwig BBA in Accounting Kingfisher, OK
Savanna L. Mann ‡ BBA in Accounting Ardmore, OK
Brant Millerborg § BBA in Accounting Piedmont, OK
Faith Olabisi-Atolagbe BBA in Accounting Ilorin, Nigeria
Blake Pierce BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Blake Aaron Prentice § BBA in Accounting Yukon, OK
Cassandra Leigh Purintun ‡ BBA in Accounting Hinton, OK
Mikkinzi Rivera BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Jacob A. Rodman § BBA in Accounting Rose Hill, KS
Tyler James Smith BBA in Accounting Los Angeles, CA
Hunter Spivey BBA in Accounting Hinton, OK
Braden Matthew Sweet ‡ BBA in Accounting Perry, OK
Danny Lee Trevino BBA in Accounting Sayre, OK
Li Wang ‡ BBA in Accounting Erick, OK
Mason Murphy Welton BBA in Accounting Harrah, OK
Robin Joelle Werfelman BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Debra Annett BBA in Entrepreneurship Clinton, OK
Donald Wayne Bell BBA in Entrepreneurship Oklahoma City, OK
Paige Rene Sechrist BBA in Entrepreneurship Apache, OK
Breane Nichole Smith BBA in Entrepreneurship Minco, OK
Ahmed Saleh Al Eid § BBA in Finance Qatif, Saudi Arabia
Hesham I. Al Qanbar BBA in Finance Anak, Saudi Arabia
Khaled Ibrahim Al Qanber BBA in Finance Weatherford, Saudi Arabia
Zainab Ibrahim Al Qanber BBA in Finance Qatif, Saudi Arabia
Ahmed Ali Alamer BBA in Finance Alhasa, Saudi Arabia
Ahmed Sulaiman Alamri BBA in Finance Muscat, Oman
Seham Ibrahim Alaqil § BBA in Finance Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Noor Jasim Albasry BBA in Finance Al Qatif, Saudi Arabia
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Alhamidi Faisal Aldawish BBA in Finance Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Hisham Mohammad Alfadol BBA in Finance Saudi Arabia
Ahmed Mohammed Aljuzayri § BBA in Finance Dammam, Saudi Arabia
Jassim Ali Alkhalaf BBA in Finance Al Hafuf, Saudi Arabia
Hussain Abdulelah Almusalam BBA in Finance Saudi Arabia
Abdulaziz Abdulrahman Alomran BBA in Finance Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Mohammad Muflih Alshumrani BBA in Finance Saudi Arabia
Abdulrahman Alyami BBA in Finance Alkhafji, Saudi Arabia
Hassan Hashim Alyousef BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Cassandra Kaitlin Bobbitt BBA in Finance Yukon, OK
McKenna Brooke Cargal } BBA in Finance Blair, OK
Jessica Mendez Cifuentes BBA in Finance Clinton, OK
Sydney Christine Duvall § BBA in Finance Rogers, AR
Jenna Marie Eidem BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Efam Emefiele-Konyeri BBA in Finance Lagos, Nigeria
Kaylee Garmon BBA in Finance Cordell, OK
Robert A. Harms Jr. BBA in Finance El Reno, OK
Colton Tate Herring BBA in Finance Mustang, OK
Laramee Renee Herring BBA in Finance Altus, OK
Brooklyn Vanell Huff BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Wesley Alvin Javorsky BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Jesse Lee BBA in Finance Mississauga, Canada
Jaycee Layne London BBA in Finance Newcastle, OK
Christopher Ray Ludwig BBA in Finance Kingfisher, OK
Isaiah Martinez BBA in Finance Crowley, OK
Edwin A. Martinez } BBA in Finance Hinton, OK
Dylan Keith Miller BBA in Finance Elk City, OK
Blake Aaron Prentice BBA in Finance Yukon, OK
Hunter Spivey BBA in Finance Hinton, OK
Emily Grace Thompson BBA in Finance Elk City, OK
Trevor Joseph Aguilar Caro BBA in Management Clinton, OK
Ahmed Mohammed Aljuzayri BBA in Management Dammam, Saudi Arabia
Hassan Ali H Alkhonizi § BBA in Management Qatif, Saudi Arabia
Mustafa Al Mustafa } BBA in Management Qatif, Saudi Arabia
Hussain Hamad Alnajrani BBA in Management Abqaiq City, Saudi Arabia
Mohammed Ali Alsalman § BBA in Management Alhasa, Saudi Arabia
Erin Lee Bates BBA in Management Lookeba, OK
Ahmed Saleh Bokhadher BBA in Management Al Ahsa, Saudi Arabia
Christian Uriel Chaparro BBA in Management Texhoma, OK
Usu Choi BBA in Management Langley, Canada
Brady Jon Cox } BBA in Management Newcastle, OK
Tristan Shane DeVon BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Derrick Gibbs BBA in Management Kansas City, KS
Kendra Nicole Gift } BBA in Management Balko, OK
Corbin Allen Grybowski BBA in Management Arapaho, OK
Stefanie Guerrero § BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Quinton Hand BBA in Management Clinton, OK
Daisha Michelle Harris BBA in Management Hobart, OK
Torrandine J. Harris BBA in Management Hoover, AL
Nathan Lloyd Hatchel BBA in Management Hennessey, OK
Marco Antonio Hernandez BBA in Management El Reno, OK
Gabriel D. Jacobo Jr. § BBA in Management Colorado Springs, CO
Ethan James BBA in Management Chickasha, OK
Shawnee Edward Jones BBA in Management Chickasha, OK
Lacey J. Jordan § BBA in Management Canute, OK
Kaytelyn Lehrman BBA in Management Granite, OK
Wyatt Alan Lohman BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Caroline J. Morgan ‡ BBA in Management Calumet, OK
Jerry Nelson BBA in Management El Reno, OK
Hayden Rena’ Priddy § BBA in Management Yukon, OK
Roy Ernest Redman BBA in Management Altus, OK
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Robert Lee Ricks Jr. BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Katelynn Noel Robinson BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Kaden Clay Salisbury BBA in Management Custer City, OK
Ethan William Savoy BBA in Management Rose Hill, KS
Sloan Smith BBA in Management Blackie, Canada
Julia Grace Sours § BBA in Management Security, CO
Collin L. Spangler BBA in Management El Reno, OK
Chloe Rose Thackeray BBA in Management Essex, United Kingdom
Caitlyn Nicole Thiele BBA in Management Sherman, TX
Mary Katherine Tippens BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Elijah Walker § BBA in Management Bethany, OK
Jessica Lauren Walser BBA in Management Altus, OK
Tanner White BBA in Management Lookeba, OK
Ashley Williams BBA in Management Alex, OK
Abdulrahman Abdullah Aldossary BBA in Marketing Dammam, Saudi Arabia
Briley Dalton Baca ‡ BBA in Marketing Clinton, OK
Ryan David Baldwin § BBA in Marketing Fairview, OK
Allison Morgan Bishop BBA in Marketing Arapaho, OK
Tyler Chase Duncan BBA in Marketing Chico, TX
Daniel Eibel BBA in Marketing Grapevine, TX
David Ghavami BBA in Marketing Owasso, OK
Desarae Gail Gibson BBA in Marketing Weatherford, OK
Paige Alexis Gorshing BBA in Marketing Choctaw, OK
Ole D. Hatlelid BBA in Marketing Vancouver, CAnada
Karltrell T Henderson BBA in Marketing Moore, OK
Geoffery Hightower BBA in Marketing Mustang, OK
Mackenzie Jane Huffman BBA in Marketing Strasburg, CO
Kaitlyn Rene’ Keeler § BBA in Marketing Weatherford, OK
Rempei Kikuchi BBA in Marketing Japan
Regan Dian Matthews ‡ BBA in Marketing Gracemont, OK
Marion McLean BBA in Marketing Phoenix, AZ
Cheyanne Kassidy McMullin BBA in Marketing Elgin, OK
Hope Merrifield BBA in Marketing Elk City, OK
Caroline Renee Quam BBA in Marketing Altus, OK
Schyler Ridgeway BBA in Marketing Yukon, OK
Elin Wahlin } BBA in Marketing Karlshamn, Sweden
Cory Scott Wilkerson BBA in Marketing Heath, TX
Ashley Williams BBA in Marketing Alex, OK
Taylor McBrayer Winn BBA in Marketing Weatherford, OK
Hussain Mohammed Abdullah Alsafar § BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Dammam, Saudi Arabia
Hassan Abdulmajeed Altajer BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Qatif, Saudi Arabia
Nishchal Awale § BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Lalitpur, Nepal
Braden J. Box § BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Blair, OK
Mahdi Saleh Bukhader § BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Alahsa, Saudi Arabia
Noah Blake Camp § BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Altus, OK
Ethan Clay Carpenter ‡ BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Mangum, OK
Adriel L. Fillippini § BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Nicoma Park, OK
Adam Fuller BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Blanchard, OK
Aashish Gurung § BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Nepal
Jason Hartlein BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Weatherford, OK
Jordyn M. Hartzell ‡ BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Weatherford, OK
Quan Dinh Hoang BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Hanoi, Vietnam
Albert Osborne Oscar Holloway BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Durham, OK
Kenneth Kruckenberg BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Mooreland, OK
Caston Daniel Lambert ‡ BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Weatherford, OK
Nicholas McDaniel BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Mustang, OK
Jeremy David McKellips BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Hydro, OK
Anthony Wayne Morris BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Hinton, OK
Christian Lee Newberry § BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Clinton, OK
Indap Pun Magar § BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Myagdi, Nepal
Tiler Smalley Rose ‡ BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Weatherford, OK
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Aditi Shrestha § BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Bharatpur, Nepal
Prasun Thapa ‡ BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Nepal
Brenten Wade Willmon BS in Computer Science - Comp Sci Emph Ninnekah, OK
Hussain Mohammed Abdullah Alsafar BS in Computer Science - Info Sys Emph Warri, Nigeria
Abdullah Ahmed Alamro § BS in Computer Science - Info Sys Emph Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Abdulaziz Mohammed Alhedithy BS in Computer Science - Info Sys Emph Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Hassan Saleh Alsaad BS in Computer Science - Info Sys Emph Weatherford, OK
Cory Vaughn Bryen BS in Computer Science - Info Sys Emph Moore, OK
Hussain Solaiman Bukhader BS in Computer Science - Info Sys Emph Alahsa, Saudi Arabia
Pratush Reddy Desi Reddy ‡ BS in Computer Science - Info Sys Emph Tirupati, India
Cory Joseph Edler BS in Computer Science - Info Sys Emph Canute, OK
Shipeen Hamal ‡ BS in Computer Science - Info Sys Emph Banke, Nepal
Marco Antonio Martinez BS in Computer Science - Info Sys Emph Lookeba, OK
Madison Julius Matli BS in Computer Science - Info Sys Emph Enid, OK
Mohammed Abdullah Mohammedali Nasser BS in Computer Science - Info Sys Emph Qatif, Saudi Arabia
Benjamin Giahuy Pham } H BS in Computer Science - Info Sys Emph Tulsa, OK
Teresa Jan Anderson } BS in Organizational Leadership Altus, OK
Cody Lynn McCaskill BS in Organizational Leadership Norman, OK
Owana Janay Riley BS in Organizational Leadership Hollis, OK
Ethan Gail Smith BS in Organizational Leadership Cheyenne, OK
Debra Marie Valerio } BS in Organizational Leadership Altus, OK
Ashley VanDeburgh BS in Organizational Leadership Weatherford, OK
Hassan Eskandar Al Musabeh BS in Applied Engineering Management Alhafouf, Saudi Arabia
Jacob Riley Brooks BS in Applied Engineering Management Blanchard, OK
Miryah Tanne’ Adair BS in Engineering Technology Oklahoma City, OK
Hassan Salman Al Fadhl BS in Engineering Technology Qatif, Saudi Arabia
Abdulaala Ahmed Al Muhsan BS in Engineering Technology Alhassa, Saudi Arabia
Hussain Hassan Al Musallam BS in Engineering Technology Qatif, Saudi Arabia
Khaled Ibrahim Al Qanber § BS in Engineering Technology Anak, Saudi Arabia
Hussain Ali Al Eid BS in Engineering Technology Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
Mahdi Abdullah Ali Alfadel § BS in Engineering Technology Dammam, Saudi Arabia
Abdulmalik Saeed Alghamdi BS in Engineering Technology Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Ahmed Ali Alkhalaf BS in Engineering Technology Omran, Saudi Arabia
Hussain Essa Alkhalaf BS in Engineering Technology Al Hassa, Saudi Arabia
Ali Eisa Mahdi Almashhad BS in Engineering Technology Saudi Arabia
Mohammed Essa Almashhad BS in Engineering Technology Saudi Arabia
Ahmed Ali Alsaffar BS in Engineering Technology Qatif, Saudi Arabia
Ahmed Alshabrakah BS in Engineering Technology Qatif City, Saudi Arabia
Fahad Ali Alshammari § BS in Engineering Technology Hail, Saudi Arabia
Jubran Siraj Al Siraj Alyami BS in Engineering Technology Saudi Arabia
Ali Ahmad Alzaymour BS in Engineering Technology Saudi Arabia
Blake Edward Barber BS in Engineering Technology Woodward, OK
Tyler Dean Carlile BS in Engineering Technology Elk City, OK
Chyenne Elexsus Cronin BS in Engineering Technology Colony, OK
Irael De Los Santos BS in Engineering Technology Clinton, OK
Abraham John Downing BS in Engineering Technology Mangum, OK
Richard Colby Epperly § BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Osman Abdulqader Falatah BS in Engineering Technology Makkah, Saudi Arabia
Luis Daniel Gutierrez BS in Engineering Technology Carnegie, OK
Colton Chase Hawkins BS in Engineering Technology Piedmont, OK
Jelani Heath BS in Engineering Technology Carrollton, TX
Alfonso Emmanuel Hernandez Borjas BS in Engineering Technology Clinton, OK
Hassan Hijlis BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Jeffrey Scott Lagaly } BS in Engineering Technology Union City, OK
Cody Brooke Lane BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Larry Cleon Long III BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Tyler J. Marr BS in Engineering Technology Sapulpa, OK
Jennifer Ruby Martinez Cabezas BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Igor Matei BS in Engineering Technology Clinton, OK
Wajeeh Hussain Musaqlab BS in Engineering Technology Al Qatif, Saudi Arabia
Dylan Stone Ortega BS in Engineering Technology Guthrie, OK
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Ethan Christopher Owens BS in Engineering Technology Yukon, OK
Jay Bennett Penner BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Rachel Lynn Pozzi BS in Engineering Technology Edgewood, NM
Brandon Lee Roe ‡ BS in Engineering Technology Choctaw, OK
Tiler Smalley Rose ‡ BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Joseph Dean Rymer BS in Engineering Technology Clinton, OK
Rogelio Sanchez Zazueta § BS in Engineering Technology Culiacam, Mexico
Faris AbdrabAlrasool Shehab BS in Engineering Technology Qatif, Saudi Arabia
William Alton White BS in Engineering Technology Norman, OK
Matthew Ray Wiley BS in Engineering Technology Oklahoma City, OK
Spencer Allen Eldred BS in Industrial Technology Fairview, OK
Salah H. Hawsawi BS in Industrial Technology Atlanta, GA
Rilan Daniel Sewell BS in Industrial Technology Cordell, OK
Baylor Watkins BS in Industrial Technology Weatherford, OK
Zainab Ibrahim Al Qanber § BS in Health Care Administration Qatif, Saudi Arabia
Hussain Salman Saleh Alkhalaf BS in Health Care Administration Alhassa, Saudi Arabia
Salma Ahmed Alnaser } BS in Health Care Administration Dammam, Saudi Arabia
Shams Ahmed Alnaser ‡ BS in Health Care Administration Dammam, Saudi Arabia
Ayat Ali Alnasser } BS in Health Care Administration Sihat, Saudi Arabia
Yousaf Masfer Alqhtani BS in Health Care Administration Mushayt, Saudi Arabia
LiChi Chiu § BS in Health Care Administration Weatherford, OK
Lena Ashlie Antonia Dobson BS in Health Care Administration Minco, OK
Emily Lynn Eitzen BS in Health Care Administration Weatherford, OK
Kimberly Jean Ferguson BS in Health Care Administration Yukon, OK
Walker Scott Girty BS in Health Care Administration Piedmont, OK
Allora Gordon BS in Health Care Administration El Reno, OK
George Cooper Green BS in Health Care Administration Elk City, OK
Elizabeth Ann Keister BS in Health Care Administration Bethany, OK
Camrel Bene’ Kimbro BS in Health Care Administration Davis, OK
Jocelyn DeBrae Ochoa BS in Health Care Administration Johnson, KS
Kenya Lileana Rosales BS in Health Care Administration Woodward, OK
Caitlyn Nicole Thiele BS in Health Care Administration Sherman, TX
Chania Ealisce Walker BS in Health Care Administration Hammon, OK
Heather Anne Alexander BS in Health Information Management Tecumseh, OK
Mackenzie N. Autry BS in Health Information Management Oklahoma City, OK
Sharron Jeannette Bailey § BS in Health Information Management Hinton, OK
Fiona Amy Callender-McIntosh BS in Health Information Management Yukon, OK
Chelsea L. Cheesman BS in Health Information Management Kiefer, OK
Briana Elizabeth Egger § BS in Health Information Management Guymon, OK
Brooklyn Michelle Espinosa BS in Health Information Management Tulsa, OK
Meredith L. Espy BS in Health Information Management Tulsa, OK
Joshua Lee Gonzalez BS in Health Information Management Newcastle, OK
Mikayla Daun Howell BS in Health Information Management Elgin, OK
Dennis Kelly Joiner BS in Health Information Management Weatherford, OK
Sasha Renea Landaverde BS in Health Information Management Park Hill, OK
Stacy Marie Chairez § BS in Health Information Management Del City, OK
Hailey M. Robins BS in Health Information Management Owasso, OK
Jayme Michelle Tuck } BS in Health Information Management Weatherford, OK
Chania Ealisce Walker BS in Health Information Management Hammon, OK
Stacie Alyse Watie BS in Health Information Management Edmond, OK
Ashlyn Yancey § BS in Health Information Management Hydro, OK
April Renee Arnold § BAS in Health Science Geary, OK
Linsey Brooke Barger } BAS in Health Science Anadarko, OK
Regan Rachelle Coil BAS in Health Science Mustang, OK
Kellee Marie Coker } BAS in Health Science Piedmont, OK
Lauren Nicole Coleman BAS in Health Science Oklahoma City, OK
Stacey D. Coleman-Hughes BAS in Health Science Lawton, OK
Desirae Lynne Gardner BAS in Health Science Yukon, OK
Elizabeth Gutierrez BAS in Health Science Altus, OK
Reanne Lashea Jones § BAS in Health Science Oklahoma City, OK
Riki Jana’e Luce § BAS in Health Science Tuttle, OK
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Janet Medina BAS in Health Science Clinton, OK
Kodie Layne Price § BAS in Health Science Cordell, OK
Samantha Nicole Ross BAS in Health Science Weatherford, OK
Pamela Leeann Schmidt § BAS in Health Science Elk City, OK
Rebekah Dawn Schmidt BAS in Health Science Fairview, OK
Sarah Ann Starr § BAS in Health Science Fort Cobb, OK
Reem Saad Almutairi BS in Health Sciences Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Jaminez Mae Altman BS in Health Sciences Quanah, TX
Olivia Jessica Anders § BS in Health Sciences Milo, IA
Tenise Bachelder § BS in Health Sciences Cordell, OK
Brooklyn Michelle Bigelow BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Amanda M. Bogle BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Karli Beth Bridges BS in Health Sciences Sterling, OK
Rachel Diane Crews BS in Health Sciences Billings, OK
Rhamisha Denise Crump BS in Health Sciences Lawton, OK
Erin Fischer BS in Health Sciences Mountain View, OK
Alexis C. Fowler } BS in Health Sciences Norman, OK
Hanna B. Glover BS in Health Sciences Grenville, NM
Brooklyn Raye Greene ‡ BS in Health Sciences Norman, OK
Chelsey Marie Hayes BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Mikayla Abigail Howorka § BS in Health Sciences Tuttle, OK
Alyssa J’Nai Huggins § BS in Health Sciences Frederick, OK
Rukayat Ifeoma Idris BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Collin Jennings } BS in Health Sciences Harrah, OK
Destry Brook Kelley } BS in Health Sciences Elk City, OK
Alex Andrea Hudson BS in Health Sciences Bethany, OK
Taylor Morgan Lewis ‡ BS in Health Sciences Piedmont, OK
Makenzie Rae Lovett BS in Health Sciences Chattanooga, OK
Antonio Marrufo BS in Health Sciences Corn, OK
Jamario Richard McClellan BS in Health Sciences Tulsa, OK
Kelsey Riann Meier BS in Health Sciences Tuttle, OK
Amberlee Rhiannon Middleton } BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Cherokee Shae Mitchell § BS in Health Sciences Cordell, OK
Dara Rae Nunley ‡ BS in Health Sciences Fletcher, OK
Tate Ryan Odam ‡ BS in Health Sciences Tuttle, OK
Kaylee Ann Patton § BS in Health Sciences Perryton, TX
Steven Cory Reedy BS in Health Sciences Chelsea, OK
Chandler Roof Jennings ‡ BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Justis Mateo Brattain Sanchez § BS in Health Sciences APO, AE
Hope Arnold Shreve } BS in Health Sciences Enid, OK
Bryanna Montana Smith BS in Health Sciences Texhoma, OK
Megan Dawn Snyder BS in Health Sciences Calumet, OK
Toni Lane Tait BS in Health Sciences Broken Bow, OK
Kara Vincent BS in Health Sciences Hydro, OK
MaKayla Renee Walker } BS in Health Sciences Butler, OK
Marshall Hill Wallace § BS in Health Sciences Piedmont, OK
Kennedy Summer Williams ‡ BS in Health Sciences Oklahoma City, OK
Haley Nicole Zellner } BS in Health Sciences Blanchard, OK
Afomiya Yohannes Zewde BS in Health Sciences Addiss Ababa, Ethiopia
Stephanie Anna Agyemang BS in Nursing Yukon, OK
Olivia Ann Alvarado § BS in Nursing Enid, OK
Roberto Barrios § BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Morgandy Brooke Benson BS in Nursing Piedmont, OK
Brooke Olivia Bowes BS in Nursing Piedmont, OK
Tyler Jacob Brown BS in Nursing Mustang, OK
Tiffany Joyce Dyson BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Taylor Page Eaves BS in Nursing Farmersville, TX
Hannah Nicole Edwards § BS in Nursing Tulsa, OK
Courtney Dawn Essary BS in Nursing Oklahoma City, OK
Carolyn Fletcher BS in Nursing Clinton, OK
Chance William Hernandez BS in Nursing Yukon, OK
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Madison Kate Herrera BS in Nursing Thomas, OK
Kodi Danielle Holloway } BS in Nursing Maysville, OK
Kenzie LoBaugh BS in Nursing Hobart, OK
Courtney Jeanette Miller } BS in Nursing Piedmont, OK
Rebecca Anne Miller § BS in Nursing Edmond, OK
Kylie Marie Morgan § BS in Nursing Choctaw, OK
Abigail Nicole Morton BS in Nursing Hammon, OK
Kelsey Nadeau ‡ BS in Nursing Lawton, OK
Gwendoline Bi Neba BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Braydon S. Nichols BS in Nursing Anadarko, OK
Michaela Nicole Orologio § BS in Nursing Oklahoma City, OK
Grace L. Pence BS in Nursing Hydro, OK
Taysi Shea Peterson BS in Nursing Texhoma, OK
Lauren Nikole Quinby ‡ BS in Nursing Woodward, OK
Isabella Ramer BS in Nursing Yukon, OK
Brianne Michelle Riggs BS in Nursing Minco, OK
Taylor Diane Rinke BS in Nursing Claremore, OK
Isela Mariana Sandoval Zambrano § BS in Nursing Rice, TX
Courtney Michelle Scouten § BS in Nursing Yukon, OK
Laura Ann Shephard § BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Hannah Elizabeth Simons BS in Nursing Collinsville, OK
Michael Simpson BS in Nursing Tulsa, OK
Kathryn Taylor Skelton BS in Nursing Elk City, OK
William E. Tanner IV BS in Nursing Yukon, OK
Brogan Mackenzie Timmons BS in Nursing Ringling, OK
Chylise Emma Tracht BS in Nursing Fletcher, OK
Kristen VanTuyl BS in Nursing Porter, OK
Heather Gayle Williams BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Marianne Wood } BS in Nursing Arapaho, OK
Courtney Tenille Adams BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Maleah Nicole Albright BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Midwest City, OK
Rachel Ann Allen BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Surprise, AZ
Rebeccalyn Anderson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Piedmont, OK
Tamerat Atlabachew BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Alyssa Rae Baker BS in Nursing - RN to BSN El Reno, OK
Amanda Kayleen Bannister } BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Angela Marie Burrows § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Melissa Ann Childs BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Elgin, OK
Cobi Lynne Grant BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Patricia Grace Barrett BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Amanda Renee Blackwell BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Brooke Boettler } BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Purcell, OK
Christopher R. Boren BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Callie Elizabeth Bowen § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Midwest City, OK
Brittany Taylor Brault § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Joplin, MO
Ostin Don Broadhead BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Sapulpa, OK
Lea Ann Brown BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Casey Allyson Buckles BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Bixby, OK
Amanda Suzanne Burk BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Lindsay, OK
Andreia R. Caldwell BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Kelci Anne Campbell BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Emily Michelle Carter BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Plano, TX
Griselda Chairez § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Cole Prentice Chapman BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Kylee Nichole Chapman BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Elk City, OK
Sarah Peggy Nan Clark BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Palmetto, FL
Rebecca Michelle Clifton BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Brandi Renee Coberly BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
Sarah Jo Jones § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Elk City, OK
Solange Dabone ‡ BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Stillwater, OK
Eliza Ann Daniel BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
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Austin D. Davidson § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Blanchard, OK
Katherine J. Sebastain BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Owasso, OK
Bailey K. Dora BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Noble, OK
Megan Elizabeth Dowling BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Washington, OK
Anny Tutouh Duangvilay BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Jennifer Lea Duke BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Chickasha, OK
Alexis Breahnna Dumas § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Midwest City, OK
Heather Mechelle Dyer BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Jackie Eady BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Kelli Nicole Eastwood BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Piedmont, OK
Dallas Kane England § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Lawton, OK
Jessie Fender BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Breana Jane Ferguson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Brooklyn, NY
Augusta Michelle Fisher BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Mustang, OK
Christina Nikole Fisher BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tulsa, OK
Dawn Gleason BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Courtney Brooke Goff BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
April Mae Graham § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Guthrieguthrie, OK
Heather Graham BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Kailey Salazar BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Jenks, OK
Kelsey Ann Haigler BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Weatherford, OK
Jayla Faith Harper § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Whitesboro, OK
Amy Marie Harris BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
Katheryn Louise Mae Harsen BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tulsa, OK
Erika Brionna Haywood BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Julie Ann Heck BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Erick Michael Heflin BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Tracey Marie Henry BS in Nursing - RN to BSN  Okmulgee, OK
Natalie Rene Hensley BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Mustang, OK
Lindsey Rae Herrin BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Mulberry, FL
Bethany A. Holtslander-Petrone BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Angela D. Garcia James § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
Kassandra Belle Jelosek BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Karlee Annette Johnson } BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
Krystle Renee Jones BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tulsa, OK
Shannon Lee Kakish BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Gina Kilpatrick § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Christopher King BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Jennifer Dyan Fischer BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Kelley King § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Kira J. Kirkes-Delay BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Minco, OK
Lucas Cyle Kirkham BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Newcastle, OK
Emilie DeFatta Knight } BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Christie Collene Konen § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Altus, OK
Haley Gene Kromer BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Devol, OK
Erin Marie Kuehl BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Mark Allen Kuhn Jr. BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Bixby, OK
Yolanda Rochelle Lane BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Tamela Langford BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Elk City, OK
Jamie Nicole Lewis BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Sand Springs, OK
Lirong Liu BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Andrew M. Long BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Chandler Brooke Long BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Glenpool, OK
Jessica Renee Malone § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Cheyenne Nicole Marshall § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Mary Margaret Martin BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Broken Arrow, OK
Elizabeth Dawn Mast } BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Laura Lynne Miles Maxwell BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Micaela N. Lock BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Mark Ryan McConnell BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Choctaw, OK
Haley Marie McFarland } BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Claremore, OK
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Megan V. McFarland BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Ashley N. Milam BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Alicia Marie Miramontes BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Lawton, OK
Sarah A. Moler BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Carie E. Moore BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Tegan Michelle Moore BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Newcastle, OK
Sheila Renee Morrison BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Decatur, AL
Christopher N. M. Mumford § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
Kiersten Loree’ Neely BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Amber, OK
Dina Marie Nguyen BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Jenks, OK
Emmanuel Ajibola Okeowo BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Ajith Thekkadathu Oommen BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Amy Elizabeth Orr BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Newalla, OK
Brittony Danielle Overstreet BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Newcastle, OK
Marissa Lenee Patterson } BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Breanna Elizabeth Pelton } BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Noble, OK
Allison Taylor Petrey BS in Nursing - RN to BSN The Village, OK
Mariana Guadalupe Piedra BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Kristi Kay Powell BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Heather Nicole Price BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Kasilyn Kay Price BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Blanchard, OK
Ali Quinn BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Blanchard, OK
Rachel Lynn Ralston BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Sara Trinidad Ramirez BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
A’layah Thresa Ramsey § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Tammy Ann Rangel BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Hugo, OK
Katia Heistand Ray BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tuttle, OK
Michael Morgan Reed II BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Joey Lynn Reese § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Washington, OK
Stephanie Samantha Ruiz } BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Midwest City, OK
Wendy Salak § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Owasso, OK
Alicia Pearl Sanders § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Muskogee, OK
Caroline E. Schuepbach BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Toni Severance BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Lawton, OK
Ashley Crystal Simmons BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
Brandy Lynn Simpson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Samantha Michele Lee Sites BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Morris, OK
Autumn Breanne Slaton BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Samara Nicole Spencer BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Audra Nicole Stanfield BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Valerie L. Stayton § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Skiatook, OK
Andrea Michelle Steeley-Craig BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Hulbert, OK
Tiffany J. Swanson } BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Blanchard, OK
Michelle Synosky BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Jacqueline Marie Tamez BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Broken Arrow, OK
Ella Jean Tatro } BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Calumet, OK
Stephanie Thompson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Blanchard, OK
Divine Babila Titajani BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Michaela Elaine Tonihka BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Red Oak, OK
Jamie K. Torgerson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Duncan, OK
Kelly Sue Tosh § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tuttle, OK
Rachel Teresa Turbyfill BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Midwest City, OK
Travis W. VanBuskirk BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Calera, OK
Kaci Palmer BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Nicholas Blaine Walker BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Altus, OK
Kimberly Ann Watson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Stillwater, OK
Jason Mark Weger § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Paul Weger BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Debra Anne Wesley BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
London Amalie Whitlaw BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Ashley Noel Wilkerson § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
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Ericka Renee Williams BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tuttle, OK
Misty Gail Williams BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Altus, OK
Kallie Suzanne Wise BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Amber Leigh Wood BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Shawnee, OK
Nicole A. Workman BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tahlequah, OK
Nanci Gail Yadon BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Broken Arrow, OK
Julie Chao-Lee Young BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Graduate Degrees – College of Professional and Graduate Studies
Ali Alkuabiy Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Salman Mohammad Al salman Master of Business Administration Alhafif, Saudi Arabia
Kenley Rose Beard Master of Business Administration Piedmont, OK
Bron Charles Briggs Master of Business Administration Blackwell, OK
Christopher Blake Burke Master of Business Administration Hartshorne, OK
Shaquille Malcolm-Jamal Catchings Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Bayleigh C. Collins Master of Business Administration Fort Cobb, OK
Colton K. Cowan Master of Business Administration Yukon, OK
Thomas Wade Crews Master of Business Administration El Reno, OK
Mandee Rachelle Davis Master of Business Administration Edmond, OK
Christopher David Earl Gallowich Master of Business Administration Tulsa, OK
Dandi Gail Gilchrist Master of Business Administration Woodward, OK
Julie Renee Green-Jones Master of Business Administration Maysville, OK
Nina Rosanna Gregory Master of Business Administration Fresno, CA
Meron Hailu Master of Business Administration Carrollton, TX
Erika Anne Heffner Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Jose Callito Hernandez Master of Business Administration Sayre, OK
Clinton D. Horn Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Kandy J. House Master of Business Administration Canute, OK
Dakota Key Master of Business Administration Vici, OK
Zachary August Key Master of Business Administration Enid, OK
Elizabeth Rhiannon King Master of Business Administration Bethany, OK
Ricki Marie Konze Master of Business Administration Sparta, WI
Shelley Lyn Mueller Master of Business Administration Enid, OK
Sequojah O’Neal-Johnson Master of Business Administration Norman, OK
Seth Wayne Odam Master of Business Administration Tuttle, OK
Conner Andrew Patton Master of Business Administration Tecumseh, OK
Gordon LaMoin Perry Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Shay Austin Pratt Master of Business Administration Kingfisher, OK
Ashton Ra’Lynn Reimer Master of Business Administration Sentinel, OK
Kyle Alan Schumann Master of Business Administration Broken Arrow, OK
Deirdrah Dyck Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Otoniel Alexander Soza Ramirez Master of Business Administration Matagalpa, Nicaragua
Courtney Jo Young Master of Business Administration Woodward, OK
Cara Denae Zellner Master of Business Administration Blanchard, OK
Kelly Grace Lockhart M Ed in Art Weatherford, OK
Whitley Coe M Ed in Biomedical Science and Microbiology Hydro, OK
Gloria Margarita Farinango Cisneros M Ed in Biomedical Science and Microbiology Quito, Ecuador
Matthew Thomas Bralley M Ed in Classroom Teaching Elk City, OK
Tresce Jessica Clark M Ed in Classroom Teaching Moore, OK
Jordan Ray Fuller M Ed in Classroom Teaching Hydro, OK
Lia Elysabeth Hillman M Ed in Classroom Teaching Cheyenne, OK
Mercedes A. Pinon Chavez M Ed in Classroom Teaching Weatherford, OK
Sarah Elizabeth Shefferd M Ed in Classroom Teaching Weatherford, OK
Kelley Anne Deadwiley M Ed in Early Childhood Education Oklahoma City, OK
Amy Lynn Adams M Ed in Education Administration Chickasha, OK
Brandon Ray Barnett M Ed in Education Administration Medford, OK
Melissa Wray Berry M Ed in Education Administration Granite, OK
Anthony John Bertolozzi M Ed in Education Administration Lexington, OK
Jamie Ruth Carney M Ed in Education Administration Locust Grove, OK
Brandi Dawson Couger M Ed in Education Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Carol Robertson Craven M Ed in Education Administration Newcastle, OK
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Amanda Beth Davis M Ed in Education Administration Altus, OK
Melisa A. Dubbs M Ed in Education Administration Blanchard, OK
Robert Chase Evans M Ed in Education Administration Calumet, OK
Angela K. Farris M Ed in Education Administration Bethany, OK
Jordan Cody Garner M Ed in Education Administration Warner, OK
Heather Dawn Gottsch M Ed in Education Administration Cherokee, OK
Tara Simmons Gunter M Ed in Education Administration Terral, OK
Taylor Jade Harding M Ed in Education Administration Yukon, OK
Matthew Wade Hart M Ed in Education Administration Thomas, OK
Lindsey Renee Huberty M Ed in Education Administration Eagle River, AK
Jeremy Linn Kenney M Ed in Education Administration Edmond, OK
Cori B. Long M Ed in Education Administration Bartlesville, OK
Cody Wilson McPherson M Ed in Education Administration Geary, OK
Ethan Meriwether M Ed in Education Administration Hinton, OK
Larry Richard Morman M Ed in Education Administration Norman, OK
Tiffany L. Owings M Ed in Education Administration Geary, OK
Trent Dean Parrish M Ed in Education Administration Rush Springs, OK
Elizabeth Christine Parsons M Ed in Education Administration Hooker, OK
Allison L. Regier M Ed in Education Administration Fairview, OK
Cassie Nicole Risley M Ed in Education Administration Lone Wolf, OK
Kylie R. Sanders M Ed in Education Administration Guthrie, OK
Leslea Jo Tacker M Ed in Education Administration Hobart, OK
Thure Maxwell Tolson M Ed in Education Administration Alva, OK
Stephen B. Wake M Ed in Education Administration Tuttle, OK
Elizabeth Kristine Walters M Ed in Education Administration El Reno, OK
Harley L. Webb M Ed in Education Administration Yukon, OK
Jacob Ray Wiederstein M Ed in Education Administration Cordell, OK
Keli Wilkie M Ed in Education Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Hayden Daniel Young M Ed in Education Administration Moore, OK
Hanna Kathleen Hensley M Ed in Elementary Education Yukon, OK
Summer Beth Boismier M Ed in Instructional Coaching Oklahoma City, OK
Moriah N. Butterfield M Ed in Instructional Coaching Clinton, OK
Joseph M. Claborn M Ed in Instructional Coaching Piedmont, OK
Jolie Amber Hicks M Ed in Instructional Coaching Weatherford, OK
Shawna Kathleen Meyer M Ed in Instructional Coaching Weatherford, OK
Kelsi Schmidtberger M Ed in Instructional Coaching Houston, TX
Kimberly Amanda Byerly M Ed in Reading Specialist Yukon, OK
Macy A. Kennemer M Ed in Reading Specialist Yukon, OK
Courtney Dawn Mackey M Ed in Reading Specialist Moore, OK
Jennifer Diane Redway M Ed in Reading Specialist Oklahoma City, OK
Aaron Jacob Schantz M Ed in Reading Specialist Weatherford, OK
Andrea E. Stoops M Ed in Reading Specialist Hobart, OK
Rebecca D. Whitson M Ed in Reading Specialist Norman, OK
Phyllous Mariesha Chiles M Ed in Special Education Bethany, OK
Eva Dye M Ed in Special Education Cache, OK
Stephen Lee Finks M Ed in Special Education Jenks, OK
Sheri Lynn McCoy M Ed in Special Education Weatherford, OK
Theresa Ann Riccio M Ed in Special Education Oklahoma City, OK
Brooke Drake M Ed in Special Education Bethany, OK
Ryanne Nichole Woodard M Ed in Special Education Sweetwater, OK
Stephanie Koper M Ed in Health and Physical Education  Weatherford, OK
Julian Gabriel Washington M Ed in Mathematics Education  Douglasville, GA
Billy Dean Bryant II M Ed in Parks and Recreation Management S Coffeyville, OK
Rhetta Anne Cypert M Ed in Parks and Recreation Management Weatherford, OK
William Zane Gaillard M Ed in Parks and Recreation Management Weatherford, OK
Cassy Blair Hill M Ed in Parks and Recreation Management Comanche, OK
Erica Leigh Iacoe M Ed in Parks and Recreation Management Tulsa, OK
Maurice J. Masterson M Ed in Parks and Recreation Management Muskogee, OK
Chelsey M. Powers M Ed in Parks and Recreation Management Weatherford, OK
Tyler Ray Schmidt M Ed in Parks and Recreation Management Bartlesville, OK
Ashley Ann Shenhold M Ed in Parks and Recreation Management Weatherford, OK
Nicholas Heath Shenold M Ed in Parks and Recreation Management Weatherford, OK
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Sarah Sweet M Ed in Parks and Recreation Management Perry, OK
Laura Michelle Pena M Ed in Parks and Recreation Management Paradise, TX
Fatima Saleh Alshabib M Ed in School Counseling Weatherford, OK
Jodi Lynn Ayers M Ed in School Counseling Weatherford, OK
Lindsey Kale Baker M Ed in School Counseling Sentinel, OK
Kyla R. Balderrama M Ed in School Counseling Oklahoma City, OK
Heather Lynn Blumer M Ed in School Counseling Seiling, OK
Audra Rachelle Broadhead M Ed in School Counseling Sapulpa, OK
Robin Cline M Ed in School Counseling Waynoka, OK
Natasha Desiree Coffelt M Ed in School Counseling Locust Grove, OK
Kimberly Dawn Couch M Ed in School Counseling Chouteau, OK
Stacie Marie Evans M Ed in School Counseling Spencer, OK
Tiffani Dawn Gallagher M Ed in School Counseling Cordell, OK
Kara Green M Ed in School Counseling Bixby, OK
Jordan Shea Jackson M Ed in School Counseling Elk City, OK
Alison Marie Kincannon M Ed in School Counseling Sayre, OK
Heather J. Klaassen M Ed in School Counseling Hydro, OK
Kirby Lynn Ladyman M Ed in School Counseling Anadarko, OK
Tiffany Marie Mayfield M Ed in School Counseling Stillwater, OK
Cynthia Michelle McCurdy M Ed in School Counseling Weatherford, OK
Ashley Nicole Miller M Ed in School Counseling Thomas, OK
Arlan Daryl Morse Jr. M Ed in School Counseling Broken Arrow, OK
Kylie Gahagan Peeler M Ed in School Counseling Mangum, OK
Kylie Gahagan Peeler M Ed in School Counseling Mangum, OK
Christianne Michelle Robberson M Ed in School Counseling Norman, OK
Chesnei Rachelle Price M Ed in School Counseling Fairview, OK
Haley Nicole Rogers M Ed in School Counseling Weatherford, OK
Amy J. Schuler M Ed in School Counseling Skiatook, OK
Julie Ann Stephens M Ed in School Counseling Norman, OK
Darci Jo Salisbury Stephenson M Ed in School Counseling Camargo, OK
Joy L. Childress-Tatum M Ed in School Counseling Hulbert, OK
Rachel Terry M Ed in School Counseling Altus, OK
Marla Ilene Walkup M Ed in School Counseling Muskogee, OK
Dixie Williams M Ed in School Counseling Arapaho, OK
Ryan Lynn Aispuro M Ed in School Psychometry Weatherford, OK
Jaci Jo Alford M Ed in School Psychometry Reydon, OK
Erica D. Bacher M Ed in School Psychometry Kapolei, HI
Amy Lynn Boecker M Ed in School Psychometry Cordell, OK
Kasey Ann Buchanan M Ed in School Psychometry Edmond, OK
Angela Camille Hardy Caler M Ed in School Psychometry Moore, OK
Tiffany H. Copeland M Ed in School Psychometry Bristow, OK
Lacey Daubenspeck M Ed in School Psychometry Lawton, OK
April Shanta Davis M Ed in School Psychometry Mangum, OK
Denise Gabrielle Durbin M Ed in School Psychometry Grove, OK
Sara Beth Free M Ed in School Psychometry Newkirk, OK
Kacee Genon Glass M Ed in School Psychometry Norman, OK
Kelli Ann Hudgins M Ed in School Psychometry Hulbert, OK
Amy C. Kreutz M Ed in School Psychometry Grove, OK
Jennifer Horrell McCulley M Ed in School Psychometry Enid, OK
Melinda Rachelle McGill M Ed in School Psychometry Blanchard, OK
Kendra Mitchell M Ed in School Psychometry Mooreland, OK
Katherine E. Oyerinde M Ed in School Psychometry Edmond, OK
Sonya Ann Parsons M Ed in School Psychometry Altus, OK
Katie Ann Yarbrough M Ed in School Psychometry Weatherford, OK
Marcus Anderson II M Ed in Social Sciences Killeen, TX
Addie Aman M Ed in Sports Management Edmond, OK
A. Tyler Bates M Ed in Sports Management Fargo, OK
Henry Ivan Campbell M Ed in Sports Management Charleston, SC
Emmanuel Dixon M Ed in Sports Management Plymouth, MN
Taylor Elizabeth Hansen M Ed in Sports Management Dexter, MI
Joseph Christopher Leven M Ed in Sports Management Newkirk, OK
Kellen T. Mitts M Ed in Sports Management Skiatook, OK
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Gregory Ikechukwu Nwoko M Ed in Sports Management Pflugerville, TX
Paul Pulley M Ed in Sports Management Amarillo, TX
Lauren Renneker M Ed in Sports Management Geronimo, OK
Taylor Neidy M Ed in Sports Management Edmond, OK
John Timothy Wayne M Ed in Sports Management Lawton, OK
Ashley Schmitz MM in Choral Music Education Woodward, OK
Misty Nicole Hickman MM in Instrumental Music Education Duncan, OK
Mamie Faith Sprinkle-Baker MM in Instrumental Music Education Norman, OK
Laura Ann Motzkus MM in Music Therapy Shawnee, KS
Alexander Lamont Davis MM in Performance Marietta, GA
Elizabeth Ann Medlen Bilyeu MS in Community Counseling College Station, TX
Kristi Lynn Bright MS in Community Counseling Hitchcock, OK
Kandace Brown MS in Community Counseling Clinton, OK
Karli Nichole Burch MS in Community Counseling Weatherford, OK
Morgan Marie Chase MS in Community Counseling Cordell, OK
Madison Marie Cochran MS in Community Counseling Thomas, OK
Ashlee Cunningham MS in Community Counseling Ringwood, OK
Aleesha Marie Fuller MS in Community Counseling Bethany, OK
Jordan Marcelene Garcia MS in Community Counseling Martha, OK
Cassie L. Klein MS in Community Counseling Weatherford, OK
Heather Nicole Marshall MS in Community Counseling El Reno, OK
Meagan Kaye Mathis MS in Community Counseling Piedmont, OK
Katrina Nichole Miller MS in Community Counseling Oklahoma City, OK
Stephanie Maureen Perkins MS in Community Counseling Weatherford, OK
Raechel Elizabeth Pineda MS in Community Counseling Elk City, OK
Crystal Roberts MS in Community Counseling Altus, OK
Jay Shalin Royal MS in Community Counseling Weatherford, OK 
Jennifer Marie Satterlee MS in Community Counseling Piedmont, OK
Jamie Tyrell Thompson MS in Community Counseling Spencer, OK
Rita Baayasan Dakurah MS in Healthcare Informatics & Info Mgmt Overland Park, KS
Melissa Faye Fields MS in Healthcare Informatics & Info Mgmt Sallisaw, OK
Haley Ann Haskell MS in Healthcare Informatics & Info Mgmt Weatherford, OK
Katie Erin Johnson MS in Healthcare Informatics & Info Mgmt Portland, OR
Krista Dawn Johnson MS in Healthcare Informatics & Info Mgmt Hydro, OK
Jodi Dawn Jones MS in Healthcare Informatics & Info Mgmt Weatherford, OK
Hunter LaNell Stierwalt MS in Healthcare Informatics & Info Mgmt Leedey, OK
Stevie Dyju Guerrero MS in Management Moore, OK
Kevin H. Steverson MS in Management Durant, OK
Elizabeth Eden Beam Weichel MSN in Nursing Administration Colony, OK
Tracy Kathleen Brown MSN in Nursing Administration Guthrie, OK
Tamara Lynn Clift MSN in Nursing Administration Fort Cobb, OK
Natalie Renee Dabelstein MSN in Nursing Administration Altus, OK
Carin Marie Felts MSN in Nursing Administration Owasso, OK
Jennifer Ann Fransen MSN in Nursing Administration Elk City, OK
Gwen Fuchs MSN in Nursing Administration Elk City, OK
LaDella Denise George MSN in Nursing Administration Mannsville, OK
Ankret Meggi Gifford MSN in Nursing Administration Altus, OK
Shelby Dawn Hughes MSN in Nursing Administration Stillwater, OK
Mary Elizabeth Jackson MSN in Nursing Administration Stillwater, OK
Mary Kathleen Jencks MSN in Nursing Administration Altus, OK
Jacob Tyler Lovell MSN in Nursing Administration Chickasha, OK
Tamara S. Manek MSN in Nursing Administration Harrah, OK
Lindsay Michelle Marks MSN in Nursing Administration Elk City, OK
Megan Louise Mason MSN in Nursing Administration Norman, OK
Alison Murlin MSN in Nursing Administration Angola, NY
Myka DeAnn Oberlechner MSN in Nursing Administration Moore, OK
Amber Renee Sanchez MSN in Nursing Administration Claremore, OK
Kelsey Ann Wilson MSN in Nursing Administration El Reno, OK
Tracee Lea Barton MSN in Nursing Education Oklahoma City, OK
Ryan Michael Chester MSN in Nursing Education Minco, OK
Kayla M. Easterling MSN in Nursing Education Yukon, OK
LaDella Denise George MSN in Nursing Education Mannsville, OK
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Michelle Jackson-Goebel MSN in Nursing Education Catoosa, OK
Megan Goucher MSN in Nursing Education Elk City, OK
Lanette Davina Julian MSN in Nursing Education Tulsa, OK
Jyme Blaine Jumper MSN in Nursing Education Altus, OK
Lawrence Gregory Muck Jr. MSN in Nursing Education Elk City, OK
Rachel Michelle Ngo MSN in Nursing Education Yukon, OK
April Renae Steadman MSN in Nursing Education Choctaw, OK
Taylor Renae Sweeney MSN in Nursing Education El Reno, OK
Brandi Leigh Ward MSN in Nursing Education Altus, OK
Ernest Tabi Abunaw MSN in Nursing Informatics Norman, OK
Sharon Faye Brown MSN in Nursing Informatics Norman, OK
Melissa Cam Tu Thi Dobbs MSN in Nursing Informatics Oklahoma City, OK
Haley Ann Haskell MSN in Nursing Informatics Colony, OK
Joyce Waithera Ngarui MSN in Nursing Informatics Edmond, OK
Morgan Paige Kowalewski Ed S in School Psychology Sapulpa, OK
Tiffany Griffin Ed S in School Psychology Oklahoma City, OK
Morgan Elizabeth Mackert Ed S in School Psychology Mustang, OK
Lena Renee’ Roodzant Ed S in School Psychology Oklahoma City, OK
Jana Finnell Ed S in School Psychology Elk City, OK
Doctoral Degrees – College of Pharmacy
* indicates that the graduate simultaneously earned an MBA and PharmD
Dominique Sierra Abeyta § Doctor of Pharmacy Elgin, OK
Neha Susan Abraham Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Lance R. Allen Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Savanna Taylor Avants § Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Miranda Leigh Balezentis Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Dakota Grant Bare Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford, OK
Ashlee DeAnn Barrett Doctor of Pharmacy Shallowater, TX
Kyle James Bates § Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow, OK
Kaitlin Dianne Batesel § Doctor of Pharmacy Norman, OK
Megan Beverly Beall Doctor of Pharmacy Calera, OK
Sierra Dawn Bellymule Doctor of Pharmacy El Reno, OK
Claire Elizabeth Bullard } Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Christopher Blake Burke Doctor of Pharmacy Hartshorne, OK
Sarah Elizabeth Byrum ‡ Doctor of Pharmacy Stigler, OK
Chayce Carter Doctor of Pharmacy Kingston, OK
Nissy Cherian § Doctor of Pharmacy Bethany, OK
Tori Dee Christian Doctor of Pharmacy Elk City, OK
Stephen Michael Coakley Doctor of Pharmacy Lawton, OK
Emily Elizabeth Collins Doctor of Pharmacy Pawnee, OK
Jared Scott Collins § Doctor of Pharmacy Coalgate, OK
Mark Cotton Doctor of Pharmacy Lawton, OK
Ashley Elizabeth Cowley Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Paige Marie Cypert Doctor of Pharmacy Okmulgee, OK
Doan Ky Dang Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Drew Davis Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Mandee Rachelle Davis ‡ *Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Madison Jill Duckwall } Doctor of Pharmacy Newcastle, OK
Damilola Olasumbo Fabiyi Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Kalyn Ashley Fikes Doctor of Pharmacy Grandfield, OK
Christopher David Earl Gallowich Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Stephanie Nicole Gossen } Doctor of Pharmacy Mountain View, OK
Jacoby D’Shane Gray Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Kaylee Marie Greenroyd Doctor of Pharmacy Lawton, OK
Ashlee Nicole Gutierrez § Doctor of Pharmacy Hydro, OK
Meron Hailu } * Doctor of Pharmacy Carrollton, TX
Robin Jadzia Heckes § Doctor of Pharmacy Norman, OK
Erika Anne Heffner Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford, OK
Jordan Ty Hendershot Doctor of Pharmacy Shawnee, OK
Jordan Roy Herrman Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow, OK
Ashlea TerAnn Herzfeld Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow, OK
Meagan Taylor Holley } Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow, OK
Chaz Kenneth Hurt § Doctor of Pharmacy Jenks, OK
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Katie Nicole Hutchinson § Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Tien Thi Thanh Huynh Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Nnamdi Vincent Ikegbunem Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Mitchell Alan Imhoff Doctor of Pharmacy Newalla, OK
Colton Reed Jackson Doctor of Pharmacy Pauls Valley, OK
Benjamin Joseph Jacobs § Doctor of Pharmacy Bartlesville, OK
Jesse M. Jahn Doctor of Pharmacy Spokane, WA
Bonnie Jordan James } Doctor of Pharmacy Sperry, OK
Craig Aaron James § Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford, OK
KayDee Michelle Judd Doctor of Pharmacy Fairview, OK
Lance Taylor Karpe Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow, OK
Kyle Raymond Klish Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Shiney Kuruvila Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Alexander William LaBossiere Doctor of Pharmacy Ponca City, OK
Benny Lai Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Raymond Emit Leniger § Doctor of Pharmacy Choctaw, OK
Wyatt Evans Lively Doctor of Pharmacy Lenapah, OK
Morgan Ashley Logston Doctor of Pharmacy Moore, OK
Megan Elizabeth Luellen Doctor of Pharmacy Hulbert, OK
Casey Ryan McCullough § Doctor of Pharmacy Mustang, OK
Levi Cody McCullough } Doctor of Pharmacy Idabel, OK
Jamison Cary Moore Doctor of Pharmacy Muskogee, OK
Savanah Ann Morris Doctor of Pharmacy Shawnee, OK
Madeleine Victoria Moss Doctor of Pharmacy Holdenville, OK
Shelley Lyn Mueller ‡ * Doctor of Pharmacy Enid, OK
Kara Nicole Myers Doctor of Pharmacy Miami, OK
Diana T. Ngo } Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Leroy Thanh Ngo Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
David Rudy Nguyen Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Brain Fubi Niba Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford, OK
Betty Tenguh Njoh Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Dalton James Nuse Doctor of Pharmacy Rose Hill, KS
Sequojah O’Neal-Johnson ‡ * Doctor of Pharmacy Norman, OK
Prashant Patel Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Conner Andrew Patton } * Doctor of Pharmacy Tecumseh, OK
Cindy Xuan Phan ‡ Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Shay Austin Pratt § * Doctor of Pharmacy Kingfisher, OK
Travis Price Doctor of Pharmacy Pilot Point, TX
Christina Nicole Rhotenberry § Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow, OK
Taylor Nicole Rolfs Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Jessica Dawn Rousey Doctor of Pharmacy Ardmore, OK
Elaney Taylor Schmidt § Doctor of Pharmacy Mead, OK
Cassie Marie Shaw § Doctor of Pharmacy McCloud, OK
Anthony Dean Shircliff Doctor of Pharmacy Duncan, OK
Taylor Rachele Smith § Doctor of Pharmacy Erick, OK
Caleb Sturtz § Doctor of Pharmacy Norman, OK
Caleb Varughese Thomas Doctor of Pharmacy Lewisville, TX
Meenu Sara Thomas ‡ Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Rachel Nicole Thompson § Doctor of Pharmacy Arapaho, OK
Samuel Isaiah Titone Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma city, OK
Kristie Quynh-Dao Ton-That § Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Yvonne Diem Trang Tran Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Jessica Lynn Tucker Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford, OK
Charles Vincent Ung Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Obinna Michael Van-Lare Doctor of Pharmacy Malverne, NY
Joshua Kaleb VanTuyl Doctor of Pharmacy Porter, OK
Quyen T. Vo Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Alexander Gage Walker Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford, OK
Nicole Christian Webb Doctor of Pharmacy Coweta, OK
Erick Dan Welch Doctor of Pharmacy Inola, OK
Alixandra Nicole Wells } Doctor of Pharmacy Wister, OK
Kendrick Wingard } Doctor of Pharmacy Thomas, OK
Micaela Yanez Doctor of Pharmacy Mountain View, OK
Cara Denae Zellner Doctor of Pharmacy Blanchard, OK
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Distinguished Alumni
Carl Hook of Norman attended Thomas Public Schools prior to moving to 
Weatherford for high school. At SWOSU, he studied chemistry, math and biology. 
Hook’s parents and older siblings were alumni of SWOSU, and his uncle, Thomas 
pharmacist Bert Brundage, was instrumental in the establishment of the SWOSU 
College of Pharmacy. He earned an M. D. from the University of Oklahoma College 
of Medicine in 1970. Hook undertook surgical training at St. Anthony’s Hospital 
and specialty training in otorhinolaryngology at the University of Oklahoma 
Health Sciences Center. Following just under three decades of private medical 
practice, he became President, Chief Executive Officer (CEO), and Chairman of 
Physicians Liability Insurance Company (PLICO), a firm owned by the Oklahoma 
State Medical Association (OSMA) that functions as the dominant provider of medical professional liability 
insurance in the State of Oklahoma. In 2015, Hook negotiated the sale of PLICO to The Medical Protective 
Company (whose parent company is Berkshire Hathaway), the largest medical liability insurer in the United 
States. Although retired from active management as of 2017, he continues to serve as Chairman of the PLICO 
Advisory Board of Physicians. Hook is Past Chair of the SWOSU Foundation, Inc. Board of Trustees. Carl and 
his wife, the former Sandra Combs, married while attending SWOSU. Married for over 54 years, the Hooks 
are proud parents of two and grandparents of five. The Hooks are active members of McFarlin Memorial 
United Methodist Church.
Gina Scott Ligon of Papillion (NE) graduated from Weatherford Public Schools and 
studied psychology at SWOSU. Ligon went to the University of Oklahoma where she 
completed her Ph. D. in 2004. Ligon holds the Jack and Stephanie Koraleski Chair 
of Collaboration Science and is an Associate Professor of Organizational Behavior at 
the University of Nebraska at Omaha (UNO). She also holds faculty appointments 
at UNO in Industrial and Organizational (IO) Psychology, Criminology, and IT 
Innovation. Ligon’s research has been recognized in the New York Times, Vice News, 
Business Insider, and Omaha World Herald for content about applying IO Psychology 
to understand terrorist groups. Since 2013, Ligon has briefed at the Pentagon and 
Department of Homeland Security over 40 times, sharing her research on leaders, 
organizational structure, and recruitment strategies for groups such as al Qaeda, the Islamic State and the 
Taliban. In 2015, she trained DoD planners on the nature of ISIS and what its organizational vulnerabilities 
were using the psychology training she received at SWOSU. Ligon is part of the Department of Homeland 
Security Centers of Excellence, Department of Defense Strategic Multilayer Assessment Group, Nebraska 
Public Policy Center, and the National Strategic Research Institute. She is also a non-resident fellow for the 
George Washington University Program on Extremism, where she presents on panels in Washington DC about 
the nature of violent ideological leadership and organizations. Ligon is currently the Editor of the Taylor & 
Francis journal Dynamics of Asymmetric Conflict Journal: Pathways toward Terrorism and Genocide. Gina 
and her husband, United States Air Force Lieutenant Colonel Derek Ligon, are proud parents of two.
Kelli Litsch of Weatherford graduated from Thomas Public Schools where she set 
the record for most points scored by any player—male or female—in Oklahoma high 
school basketball history. Litsch followed in the footsteps of her father, Jim, and mother, 
Peggy, and attended SWOSU where she studied education. In her freshman year at 
SWOSU, Litsch led the Lady Bulldogs to an undefeated 34-0 season and national 
championship. She would then lead the Lady Bulldogs to national championships 
in 1983 and 1985. She was the first NAIA student-athlete to be named to the All-
American First Team four times. Litsch ended her time as a SWOSU student-athlete 
with an historic 129-5 record as the NAIA all-time record holder in points scored at 
2,700. Following completion of her undergraduate and graduate work at SWOSU, 
she served as Assistant Women’s Basketball Coach and helped lead the team to championships in 1987 and 
1990. In 1995, Litsch was named SWOSU Assistant Athletic Director, a post from which she directed the 
institution’s compliance with NCAA and other applicable regulatory regimes. Litsch retired in 2014. She is an 
inductee of the SWOSU Athletic Hall of Fame (1990), NAIA Hall of Fame (1991), Oklahoma Sports Hall 
of Fame (2004), Women’s Basketball Hall of Fame (2005) and the Dewey County Hall of Fame (2013). Kelli 
serves on the Board of Directors of the SWOSU Athletic Association.
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The late Jim Litsch of Fay studied education at SWOSU. During his time as a 
student-athlete at SWOSU, Litsch played basketball for the university’s inaugural 
NAIA national basketball tournament team under the legendary Coach Rankin 
Williams. He was a model of consistency and discipline and set a number of records 
for the university. Following his graduation from SWOSU in 1956, Litsch served 
over three decades in the classroom and as an administrator in public education in 
school districts at Fay and Thomas. He was an early volunteer and leader within 
the SWOSU Alumni Association but it was in formation of the SWOSU Athletic 
Association that he left his mark as a “Founding Father” and as one of SWOSU’s most 
faithful, enthusiastic supporters (along with his wife, Peggy, also a 1956 SWOSU 
alumnus). A 1999 inductee into the SWOSU Athletic Hall of Fame, Litsch was posthumously honored with 
the Cecil Perkins Service Award by the SWOSU Athletic Association in 2017. Litsch and Peggy were proud 
parents of Kelli (SWOSU Classes of 1985 & 1986) and Staci (SWOSU Class of 1996) and grandparents of 
Luke Lewallen (SWOSU Class of 2018) and Trent Lewallen (current SWOSU student).
James Utterback of Seminole studied psychology at SWOSU, earning undergraduate 
and graduate degrees. He holds a Ph.D. from the University of Northern Colorado. 
Utterback was the fourth and longest-serving president of Seminole State College 
(SSC). Under his leadership from 1997 to 2017, SSC more than doubled the size 
of its campus, expanded academic and athletic programs, developed international 
partnerships and set record student enrollments. Numerous new buildings and sports 
facilities were constructed during his tenure, which also included a three-fold increase 
in federal funding. Utterback has authored or co-authored eight journal articles, a 
book chapter and has made roughly three dozen professional presentations at national 
and international conferences in areas related to student development, gang violence, 
economic development, and diversity in higher education. With a strong record of civic and community service, 
Utterback was named the 2004 Seminole Citizen of the Year.  He was formerly Chair of both the Oklahoma 
Council of Two-Year College Presidents as well as the Council of Presidents. In 2018, he was inducted into the 
Oklahoma Higher Education Hall of Fame. Utterback has served on the American Association of Community 
Colleges (AACC) Governing Board as well as on AACC’s Commissions on Diversity, Equity and Inclusion; 
Workforce Development; and Global Education.  He was also a member of AACC’s Future Leaders Institute, 
which trained higher education administrators on how to ascend to an effective college presidency. He is a 
Past-Chair of both the Oklahoma Educational Television Authority (OETA) Board of Directors and the OETA 
Foundation.  He currently serves as the Vice-Chair of the Board of Directors of Alliance Health in Seminole 
and is on the Board of Directors of the Oklahoma Hall of Fame, Gaylord-Pickens Museum and the Advisory 
Board of the Jasmine Moran Children’s Museum. Utterback is a member of the Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma. 
Jim met and began dating his wife, Karrie, during his freshman year at SWOSU.  They have been married for 
36 years and are proud parents of two daughters, a son in law and one granddaughter.
Tom Weichel of Colony studied physics and math at SWOSU. Following his 
graduation, Weichel joined the National Aeronautics & Space Administration 
(NASA) where he served as a Flight Controller for, among many other professional 
achievements, the Gemini and Apollo missions. Weichel was Retrofire Officer in 
NASA Mission Control during the Apollo 13 mission and for his service during that 
incredible drama, Weichel received the Presidential Medal of Freedom. After retiring 
from NASA, Weichel returned to Washita County, Oklahoma to farm and ranch 
and raise his family. He was employed with the Southwest Oklahoma Development 
Authority (SWODA) Community Action Program for over a decade and served 
just under 20 years with the Caddo-Kiowa Technology Center as an instructor 
and coordinator of the Center’s Educational Reform Program. Weichel was honored by Caddo-Kiowa as 
Outstanding Educator in 2004. Weichel sat on the governing board of the Weatherford Regional Hospital for 
23 years and continues to sit on the governing board of Washita County Rural Water District #2 where he has 
served for 43 years. Weichel has been active in the Colony Presbyterian Church his entire life.
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Degree Abbreviations
 Undergraduate Degrees
 AAS Associate in Applied Science
 AS Associate in Science
 BA Bachelor of Arts
 BA Ed Bachelor of Arts in Education
 BAS Bachelor of Applied Science
 BBA Bachelor of Business Administration
 BFA Bachelor of Fine Arts
 BM Bachelor of Music
 BM Ed Bachelor of Music Education
 BS Bachelor of Science
 BS Ed Bachelor of Science in Education
 Graduate Degrees
 MBA Master of Business Administration
 M Ed Master of Education
 MM Master of Music
 MS Master of Science
 MSN Master of Science in Nursing
 Ed S Specialist in Education
 Doctoral Degree 
 Pharm D Doctor of Pharmacy
